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1 Introduction

Although most computer science classes in higher education focus on the engineering of software, an increasing number of students take human-computer interaction (HCI) classes, learning the design of software as well. These two distinct skills—deciding what to make (design) and deciding how to make it (engineering)—are both critical to being an effective software professional. In companies without designers (e.g., small startups or companies lacking a design culture), engineers are often responsible for user interface design [26]. In many open source projects, software engineers are the gatekeepers to user experience design decisions [27]. In large software companies, engineers manage and collaborate with designers to make design decisions [29]. In all of these settings, a robust understanding of user experience design is key.

In today’s software industry, however, a grasp of design is not enough: software professionals must also understand inclusive design*. According to Microsoft’s documentation, the goal of inclusive design “is to design software with everyone in mind from the very beginning ... It’s about considering the full range of human diversity” [22]. Numerous issues exist today with gender and diversity in software companies: software has repeatedly shown failures to be accessible, usable, and/or functional for diverse populations (e.g., [1, 3, 5, 28]). With many software companies exploring ways to improve their cultures and the inclusiveness of what they design, understanding how to teach inclusive design to the students who will design tomorrow’s software has never been more important.

Unfortunately, inclusion aside, teaching even basic design skills is hard. Some HCI teachers simply avoid teaching design, focusing instead on the theoretical and formal foundations of HCI research that are well-described in textbooks, but providing little connection to the broader skills involved in design [10]. Research exploring ways to engage students in design practice reports significant challenges in knowing how to teach these methods. For example, Reimer [33] incorporated hands-on, studio-based learning and found that students rated the class as more difficult, more confusing, and more work-intensive than traditionally-taught CS classes. McCrickard et al. [31] used case studies to teach design in a way that students reported as more enjoyable, but the teachers in the study struggled to motivate students to engage with the cases. Hundhausen et al. [24] investigated using a “prototype walkthrough” method in class, finding that students were able to ground their critiques in evidence, but that much of students’ learning might be explained by teacher expertise. Studies like these reveal that not only is teaching design hard, but that we do not yet know why it is hard, or even what knowledge is required to teach it successfully. We know even less about teaching inclusive design to computer science students.

In education research, this missing knowledge is referred to as pedagogical content

---

* Inclusive design differs subtly from accessibility in that accessibility is about designing for a particular underserved population (e.g., Facebook for blind users) whereas inclusive design is about designing for a broad spectrum of populations (e.g., Facebook for both sighted and blind users).
knowledge (PCK). Originally introduced by Shulman [36], PCK is the intersection of pedagogical knowledge (background in effective teaching techniques and practices) and content knowledge (background in the subject being taught). In Shulman’s words, it is “that special amalgam of content and pedagogy that is uniquely the province of teachers, their own special form of professional understanding.” Shulman examined teachers’ experiences through the lens of what they knew and what they didn’t, and how that contributed to their successes or failures. When expert teachers possessed some knowledge about how to teach the specific course content that novices did not, and when the novice teacher was less successful in their teaching efforts, Shulman called the knowledge PCK for the topic.

As a result, PCK is not general. To the contrary: a myriad of prior work shows that PCK is specific to the topic at hand (e.g., photosynthesis, quadratic equations) and to the audience [16]. In past research on PCK in a range of fields (including literature and geography [36], chemical and biological sciences [16, 25], math [36, 21], and computer science [23]), results show that even measuring PCK is domain-specific [20].

Recent surveys of research on PCK in STEM fields shows that teachers with better-developed PCK for their topic often see evidence of better learning in their students [7]. PCK is critical even when teachers have exceptionally high content expertise: in Fernandez-Balboa and Stiehl’s study of PCK in higher education, they found that even the most exceptional teachers needed PCK despite their high mastery level of the content [12].

Therefore, to ensure effective teaching and learning of inclusive design, we need to identify the PCK teachers need to teach inclusive design. For this first exploration into PCK for teaching inclusive design, we chose to investigate as many issues as we could for teaching one inclusive design method rather than a broad but more shallow coverage of multiple methods. The inclusive design method we used as our lens into the PCK of teaching inclusive design is GenderMag [5]. This method leverages diverse personas through a walkthrough-based inspection method. GenderMag allows us to explicitly focus on inclusivity (in this case, gender inclusivity), rests on well-established foundations, and has been shown to be effective at uncovering inclusiveness issues that affect all genders in software, with the most success in finding issues that disproportionately affect women [3, 2, 8].

To investigate PCK necessary for this topic, we followed the methods of prior work, looking to both novice and expert teachers to identify what PCK is required [36, 16, 25], to answer the following research question: what PCK do teachers need to be able to teach GenderMag effectively?

This thesis presents:

1. The first study of PCK for an inclusive design method, and, in fact, for any HCI design method.

2. An analysis of risks to student learning that teachers may encounter when
teaching inclusive software design methods in higher education, and a set of mitigations to address these risks.

3. Evidence for the existence of *resistant learners* in inclusive design courses and strategies to reduce resistance.

4. An explicit set of inclusive design PCK.
2 Background: GenderMag

In HCI, there are a range of methods for finding usability problems in designs. Some are empirical, including usability testing and A/B testing, gathering problems as they occur during use. Others are analytical, using principles and argumentation to predict issues that may occur during future use. The GenderMag [5, 3] inclusive design inspection method falls into the analytical category.

GenderMag integrates specialized personas [19] that cover an array of cognitive characteristics together with a specialized Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) [30, 40]. To evaluate a system’s gender inclusiveness using GenderMag, a small group of software professionals (e.g., software developers, HCI experts, software managers, etc.) walk through a scenario in their system, step by step, through the eyes of one of the GenderMag personas. At each step, they decide whether their persona (e.g., “Abby”) will (1) know what to do and, (2) if Abby performs the action, whether she will know that she is progressing toward her goal. Multiple real-world technology teams have used GenderMag to identify gender-inclusiveness issues in a wide array of systems, with useful results [3, 2, 8].

To use GenderMag correctly, learners need to understand both the process described above and the GenderMag personas. The GenderMag personas—Abby, Patricia, Patrick, and Tim—rest on five facets related to technological problem-solving styles: motivations for using technology; information processing style (IPS); computer self-efficacy; learning style (by process or by tinkering); and attitude toward risk (Figure 1). For example, on the facet of “learning style,” Tim loves to tinker with software features and will sometimes forgo finishing a task in favor of exploring the software, whereas Abby likes to learn a process first and then fill in with details of the features to carry it out.

Each persona has different facet values to reflect the segment of the population that they represent. Abby represents the facet values whose proportions disproportionately skew towards females, Tim represents the facet values that disproportionately skew towards males, and the two “identical twins” Patricia and Patrick fill in values near the middle of the spectra of facet values [5, 6]. For example, people who have low computer self-efficacy (Abby’s facet) are statistically more likely to identify as female, and those who report high computer self-efficacy (Tim’s facet) are more likely to identify as male. Of the four personas, the Abby persona provides the strongest lens to unearth gender-inclusiveness issues in the user experience because, as prior work has shown, software is often inadvertently designed around the way males tend to use software [2, 3].
Background and skills
Abby works as an accountant. She is comfortable with the technologies she uses regularly, but she just moved to this employer 1 week ago, and their software systems are new to her.

Abby says she’s a “numbers person”, but she has never taken any computer programming or IT systems classes. She likes Math and knows how to think with numbers. She writes and edits spreadsheet formulas in her work.

In her free time, she also enjoys working with numbers and logic. She especially likes working out puzzles and puzzle games, either on paper or on the computer. Abby has always liked music. When she is on her way to work in the mornings, she listens to music that spans a wide variety of styles. But when she arrives at her house, she turns it off, and begins her day scanning all her emails first to get an overall picture before answering any of them. (This extra pass takes time but seems worth it). Some nights she exercises or stitches, and sometimes she likes to play computer puzzle games like Sudoku.

Motivations and Attitudes
Motivations: Abby is motivated to accomplish her task. She prefers to use methods she is comfortable with, to keep her focus on the tasks she cares about.

Information processing style
Abby tends towards a process-oriented learning, e.g., tutorials, step-by-step processes, wizards, online how-to videos, etc. She doesn’t particularly like learning by tinkering with software (i.e., just trying out new features or commands to see what they do), but when she does tinker, it has positive effects on her understanding of the software. Especially when she needs to more information. So, this her style is “burst-y”; first she reads a lot, then she acts on it in a batch of activity.

Figure 1: Abby is a “multi-personal” meaning that she has multiple appearances and her demographic portions are customizable [19]. One of the facets is blown up for legibility.

3 Method: Action Research

Our investigation into inclusive design PCK mirrors prior work on PCK [16]. However, unlike that prior work, we chose Action Research as our research method. Action Research is a form of longitudinal field study conducted by a group facing a problem (in our case, teachers wanting to effectively teach inclusive design). The field work in Action Research involves continuous reflection on the nature of that problem while also trying to address it [17, 37]. Action Research is unlike other empirical studies in that it does not attempt to “control” the setting being observed; instead, the goal is to intervene, and learn through that intervention. Throughout, participants often act as researchers themselves, using data to refine theories of the problem, which in turn informs interventions and further data gathering. Action Research has been used in education research for decades [42].

This cycle of theoretical refinement relies on triangulation—assessing the extent to which multiple sources of evidence suggest the same explanation of a problem—to
establish credibility and validity of interpretations. Toward this end, we collected data across six sources: (1) interviews with the teacher-researchers about their experiences, (2) emails from teacher-researchers with additional observations, (3) materials the teacher-researchers created to teach their courses, (4) observations in the teacher-researchers’ courses, (5) individual students’ feedback about the content, and (6) students’ responses on course evaluation surveys.

3.1 The participants

We had two types of participants: (1) “teacher-researchers,” higher education faculty who incorporated gender-inclusive design into their courses and reflected on their practices and (2) students in the teacher-researchers’ classrooms. We engaged nine teacher-researchers. Two had experience teaching GenderMag in college courses, but the others did not. This enabled us to investigate both the novice discovery of PCK and the expert reflection on PCK. One teacher-researcher self-identified as an expert at teaching GenderMag, while the others identified as novices. We designate expertise with “X” or “N” in participant identifiers. The nine teacher-researchers integrated GenderMag into 12 courses overall (Table 1). Courses were located in eight different U.S. states at both public and private universities, reaching more than 400 students.

3.2 The on-line community

Prior work shows that community enhances teachers’ acquisition of PCK, enabling them share knowledge and materials through relationships [15]. To facilitate sharing, we created a wiki (Figure 2) and invited the teacher-researchers to contribute to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Course topic</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th># Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1N</td>
<td>HCI</td>
<td>Undergrad</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1N</td>
<td>HCI</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2N</td>
<td>HCI: Design</td>
<td>Undergrad</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3X</td>
<td>HCI: Design</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3X</td>
<td>Seminar: Diversity in Tech</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3X</td>
<td>Seminar: Ethics of Tech</td>
<td>Undergrad</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4N</td>
<td>HCI: Usability</td>
<td>Undergrad</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5N</td>
<td>HCI: Usability</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6N</td>
<td>SE: Capstone Project</td>
<td>Undergrad</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7N</td>
<td>SE: Fundamentals</td>
<td>Undergrad</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8N</td>
<td>SE: Game Dev</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T9N</td>
<td>SE: Internet Dev</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
it. The wiki contained diverse materials: slide decks with lecture modules on various portions of the GenderMag method, homework assignments that scaffolded practice of GenderMag walkthroughs on example websites, suggested readings, in-class activities such as an interactive GenderMag walkthrough activity to be done in class, the current version of the GenderMag kit [4], and test questions. We built some of the wiki’s materials ourselves; the rest were contributed over time by teacher-researchers in this study and by other teachers who have taught GenderMag.

3.3 The data

Of our six data types, three came from the teacher-researchers. First, we conducted semi-structured interviews with the teacher-researchers just after they had finished preparing for their class but before class (usually a day before or the day of class). We interviewed them again as soon after class as possible, also collecting any teaching materials they had created. Examples of the questions teacher-researchers answered in both interviews and how each question supported the investigation of developing PCK can be found in Tables 2 and 3. If the teacher-researchers taught GenderMag over multiple classes, we held multiple interview sessions. One teacher-researcher was not available for interviews, and instead sent us an open-ended email with experiences and reflections.

Prior work shows that teachers often have difficulty verbalizing PCK [36]. Thus, we focused the interviews on the gaps that teachers perceived between their prepara-
Table 2: Pre-teaching interview questions and justification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Uncovers PCK how?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How many students are in your class?</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before you started preparing for your class, how familiar were you with</td>
<td>Teachers’ background knowledge on GenderMag might influence their insights on needed PCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the GenderMag method?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you normally prepare to teach a topic for your class?</td>
<td>Establishes baseline for following question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the way you prepared to teach GenderMag differ from your normal process?</td>
<td>Differences from ”normal” topic prep indicate that GenderMag caused teachers to deviate from their typical prep behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If so, how/why?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did you use the GenderMag-Teach wiki when preparing for your class?</td>
<td>Baseline for the next questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Which materials from the wiki did you use in class prep? (b) Was there any material or information that you felt the wiki lacked?</td>
<td>Materials that each teacher downloaded indicate topics of interest within GenderMag, which could indicate a recognized PCK gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) How come?</td>
<td>Not using the resources on the wiki might indicate developed PCK or unrecognized knowledge gaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What other sources (outside of the wiki) did you use when preparing for this class? What did each of these sources contribute to your knowledge for teaching GenderMag?</td>
<td>Each source identified by the teacher is something they had to look up, indicating a recognized knowledge gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, do you feel ready to teach GenderMag in your class?</td>
<td>Readiness may indicate confidence in their PCK level; a lack of readiness may indicate remaining knowledge gaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there anything you’d like to ask me about GenderMag?</td>
<td>Questions are a clear indication of recognized knowledge gaps. Additionally, we hoped to clarify any confusions that arose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Post-teaching interview questions and justifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Uncovers PCK how?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Describe what aspects of GenderMag you taught today.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From a teaching perspective, how do you feel like your class on GenderMag went?</td>
<td>Depending on how teachers answer, might surface various kinds of PCK (especially if teachers talk about mistakes or misconceptions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there anything you wish you would have known about GenderMag before you taught your lesson/did your activity?</td>
<td>Reflection is essential to PCK [36] and can indicate PCK development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How well did your students understand GenderMag, from your perspective? Were there any major confusion points?</td>
<td>Major confusion points indicate places where PCK is required to know how to address the questions adequately [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did your students ask any questions about GenderMag? If so, what were some of the questions asked?</td>
<td>Students express difficulties in part through their questions to the teachers [9]. Anticipating and knowing how to respond to student difficulties is part of PCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there anything else about how your class went or your students’ reactions that you’d like to share?</td>
<td>May produce interesting insights not covered in earlier questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tion for the course and the outcome of that preparation, based on their perceptions of student reactions to the material. We suspected these gaps would be particularly salient for those who were teaching GenderMag for the first time. We video- and audio-recorded interviews for later transcription and analysis. In total, the interviews and email produced 141 responses to interview questions.

Three data sources came from students: class observations, student-written feedback, and student surveys. For two courses, researchers observed pedagogy and student behavior, for a total of 230 observations. In six courses across four universities, teacher-researchers provided an anonymous free-form questionnaire asking students to reflect on their learning of GenderMag, producing 260 comments. Two teacher-researchers also gathered end-of-term impressions about GenderMag, producing 12 comments and 132 five-point Likert-style responses.

3.4 Analysis

We began by analyzing the student behavior data, since teacher-researchers’ reflections were relative to student behavior. We performed affinity diagramming on the 502 observations and student reflections in these data to inductively generate categories of issues with students’ learning of inclusive design. This resulted in the seven issues shown in Table 4. Two researchers then qualitatively coded the reflections and observations, reaching 97.6% agreement on 21.24% of the data (Jaccard index). We then coded the 141 teachers’ interview responses using these same issue types, to align the teacher data with the student data. Finally, we derived the PCK from the teacher-researchers’ reflections about each issue, drawing upon their judgments of students’ difficulties and the pedagogy that helped students overcome them.
Table 4: Data instances and courses in which each learning issue was observed. Denominators are the number of instances or courses in which that issue could have arisen (depends on what parts of the method the teacher-researchers introduced).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Data Instances</th>
<th>Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research foundations</td>
<td>Students asked questions about the research foundations of GenderMag or whether other inclusive design methods exist.</td>
<td>121/643 (18.82%)</td>
<td>9/12 (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persona &amp; facets</td>
<td>Students did not understand the personas’ facets, how the facets apply to interface features beyond examples provided, or used facets incorrectly.</td>
<td>25/643 (3.89%)</td>
<td>5/12 (41.67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walkthrough process</td>
<td>Student incorrectly executed the walkthrough methodology, or reported the walkthrough as pointless or tedious.</td>
<td>49/482 (10.17%)</td>
<td>4/6 (66.67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory of Mind</td>
<td>Students had trouble taking the perspective of the persona or students not treating the persona as a person, often using one example from the facet description to define the persona.</td>
<td>19/482 (3.94%)</td>
<td>4/6 (66.67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I” methodology</td>
<td>Students conducted a walkthrough as if they were using the interface rather than the persona.</td>
<td>7/482 (1.45%)</td>
<td>1/6 (16.67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>Students stereotyped use of technology, e.g., “all men” or “all women.”</td>
<td>13/643 (2.02%)</td>
<td>8/12 (66.67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>Students expressed disengagement or disinterest in GenderMag.</td>
<td>55/643 (8.55%)</td>
<td>9/12 (75%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Results

According to students’ self-evaluations of their learning, many of them learned the GenderMag method well enough to successfully use it and gain benefits from it. Two of the courses collected 5-point Likert-scale questions as part of their universities’ end-of-term student teaching evaluations, enabling us to measure those students’ own perceptions of their learning. Their 132 responses are summarized in Figure 3.

Qualitative data from other courses corroborate these data, with teachers and students commenting upon the students’ engagement, understanding, and reflections upon GenderMag:

T5N: “People were interested, I think people understood why I integrated GenderMag when I teach personas.”

T2N: “Some of the students in the class were visibly excited about the idea that there was a method that had anything at all to do with inclusion. ... Something about the idea that there’s a well-defined skill or process ... ”

T2N-Student (quiz response): “GenderMag makes use of predefined personas in order to see how your design functions according to a variety of users. These personas

![Figure 3: Student evaluations of their own learning (1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree), with 132 responses. On all four questions, students rated their understanding and application of the material positively.](image-url)
vary in both experience and motivation, analyzing your design from many perspectives.”

T4N-Student (on handout): “Do persona facets ever conflict so greatly that an interface cannot be made?”

T9N: “She [a student] is enthusiastic … kind of using it as an excuse to brainstorm and show how she could think through other applications of this … ”

These results provide a context for the PCK results that follow. We can view positive learning outcomes such as those in Figure 3 and in the above qualitative data as being due in part to teachers’ mastery of requisite PCK, and we can view learning difficulties in the sections to follow as being due in part to teachers’ PCK gaps.

4.1 PCK for teaching the foundations

**Risk and Prevalence:** One risk is that some students can be uncertain about the effectiveness and utility of GenderMag unless they know there are foundational data backing the method. For example:

T2N-Student: “How do the personas account for diverse users? i.e., not ‘normal’ users.”

T2N-Student: “Why is GenderMag different? What makes it unique besides 4 personas compared to any other cognitive walkthrough for a product?”

Foundations issues appeared in nine of the twelve courses (Table 4), and they were the most prevalent risk encountered. Some of the mitigations in upcoming sections rest upon solid foundations.

**Mitigation and PCK:** To mitigate this risk, teacher T3X described a strategy s/he used: first introduce the GenderMag personas including the foundations and evidence base behind them, then have students build analogous personas, and only after these activities move on to introducing the GenderMag process. Teacher T3X used this PCK to plan for later sessions:

T3X: “When I finally do present GenderMag, which is probably about a month from now, the students will be so used to Abby and her facets, and other facets of personas (the ones they’ve been developing), that there’s not going to be any pushback… they’re just going to be really bought into it at that point.”

| PCK1-Framing: Providing foundations first can give students the capacity to understand and engage with inclusive design methods. |

Other PCK related to foundations came from the resources that teachers used to build students’ conceptual foundations of inclusive design. For example, teacher T5N found it useful both personally and for their students to read research papers about GenderMag before practicing the method in class, as the papers clearly argued the rationale and need for the method. Experiences like this about where the “best knowledge” about GenderMag resided was also critical PCK:
T5N: “First I read, and if there are specific research papers associated with it I will also read those research papers. Also I go to YouTube, because some people put up video lectures on a particular topic, and those are very efficient ways of learning ... some of those videos I share with my students.”

T5N: “It was really helpful to assign the CHI paper [19] as reading before today’s lecture because students were definitely ready to talk about it and they really understood why I am using this.”

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
PCK2-Credibility: Providing students with credible resources can convince students that inclusive design methods are valid and useful. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

4.2 PCK for teaching the personas and facets

Risk and Prevalence: Another risk was students misunderstanding the problem-solving facets that defined the GenderMag personas. Persona and facet issues appeared in five out of the twelve courses (Table 4). For example:

T2N-Student: “Why were these five facets the ones picked? (More specifically what insight do they offer?)”

T5N also encountered issues explaining the differences between personas’ Information Processing Style and Learning Style:

T5N: “I thought those five facets were orthogonal in a sense ... but as I explained to students, they are very related to one another. For example, information processing style and their learning style, I feel like they are very related ... I think students understood why we use GenderMag, but I am not confident that they understood those five facets...”

Mitigations and PCK: These issues suggest two PCK gaps: a gap in deep enough content knowledge about the facets to help students understand the relationships among them, and a gap in strategies for presenting these relationships.

One instance of the content depth gap was revealed when T5N requested a deeper understanding of the facets. In response, an expert researcher in the GenderMag method provided a detailed explanation of the nuanced relationships among the facets and examples of how people with these facets might act for use in teaching (Figure 4). The clarifications in that message aimed at the PCK gaps that T5N had experienced.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
PCK3-ContentKnowledge: Content knowledge of the facets can help teachers explain to students each facet’s impacts on how a user might interact with software. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

For PCK on how to convey the distinctiveness of each facet, T3X’s presentation strategy showed promise. As class observation data showed, every time T3X introduced a new problem-solving facet, s/he immediately followed the facet’s name with a concrete description. For example, T3X began describing the Motivations facet by
naming it and then immediately reframing it as “Why is the persona sitting in this chair [in front of the computer with this software]?”

Such “concretizations” may have helped students to ground the further elaboration that followed. For example, later in the course as T3X’s students performed a GenderMag walkthrough, researchers observed the students successfully identifying design issues relating directly to the personas’ facets, such as the persona Tim’s propensity to tinker with software:

T3X-student: “I was Tim [for the walkthrough], and would like to tinker, but there was no back button [to recover from failed tinkering].”

PCK4-Concretization: Reframing facets in concrete ways to explain persona behavior can model how students should use the facets to predict persona behavior.

4.3 PCK for teaching the process itself

Risk and Prevalence: Students performed the GenderMag process (known as GenderMag walkthroughs) as in-class exercises in six courses. In four of these courses, students became confused about how to perform the walkthrough correctly (Table 4, row Walkthrough processes). Confused students may not be able to finish their walkthroughs successfully, which could translate into reluctance to use inclusive methods in the future.

For example, in T2N’s course, instead of following the sequence of actions the designer intended, a group of students drifted into a sequence they thought Abby might pursue. This led to a “dead end” in being able to fulfill the subgoal they had started with, so they were unsure how to proceed:

> How to distinguish comprehensive information processing style and process-oriented learning?

Information processing style is all about how much information you want to see before you make your choice.

* A comprehensive info processor ...
* A selective info processor ...

Learning style is all about whether you want to start tackling a problem from the big picture or the details.

* A process-oriented learner ...
* A person who learns by tinkering ...

Figure 4: Snippets of the message sent to T5N describing distinctions between facets. The email also contained concrete examples of how users with the facets might use software.
T2N-Student: “What should we do if we end up on a different page?”

Researcher’s notes: “This team had stopped following the walkthrough steps and decided Abby would do something else. Ended up on the wrong [website] page and unsure how to proceed.”

T3X’s course also showed confusion about the correct process:

Researcher’s notes: “At both tables with multiple teams, one team would follow the other team’s lead. Such as flipping or changing forms, or [one team] would listen in to the other’s conversation as a launching point for their own [conversation].”

Mitigation and PCK: T3X’s mitigation strategy for this risk relied on the student foundations, prompting students with questions and coaching them during their hands-on activity to help them understand the walkthrough components. For example, as one team attempted to come up with a scenario, subgoals, and actions for their walkthrough, T3X provided corrective clarifying feedback:

T3X: “Why are they in this app? What is their motivation for sitting in front of their screen?”

Researcher notes later during the class: “Trouble generating subgoal ... If ¡T3X¿ didn’t intervene this would have gone poorly.”

T3X-Student: “Can we use subgoal or the scenario when answering the action question?”

T3X: “Yes you can reference both if it applies to your reasoning.”

T3X-Student: “So is the ‘right thing’ the action? [Referring to wording on the walkthrough forms]”

T3X: “Yes, it is what ¡student¿ defined to us as the action.”

PCK5-Modeling: Modeling correct process for students both before and during hands-on practice can help students improve their use of an inclusive design process.

4.4 PCK for increasing students’ application of “Theory of Mind”

Risk and Prevalence: Four of the six courses that performed GenderMag walkthroughs revealed PCK gaps relating to Theory of Mind. Theory of Mind is the human ability to reason and make inferences about another’s feelings, desires, intentions, and goals [32, 34]. Methods like GenderMag leverage this ability to help evaluators predict the usability of a product by people different from themselves. Thus, learning how to apply GenderMag depended on the degree to which students could take on the perspective of the persona. But some students had difficulties doing so.

For example, ten T2N students wrote comments about Theory of Mind difficulties “channeling” the persona, such as:
T2N-Student: “It was difficult to determine what I would do vs what Abby would do.”
T2N-Student: “Really hard to put yourself in others shoes.”
T2N-Student: “Intuitively I was considering the general understanding of users and it is difficult to consider the persona if it doesn’t make sense based on personal experience.”

Another way Theory of Mind issues manifested was students using a single example from the facet description to entirely define the persona, such as the Learning Styles example of Abby preferring tutorials over tinkering to learn technology. For example:
T3X-Student: “No, she wants to watch a tutorial.”
T3X-Student: “I don’t think she would be here. She likes wizards and this isn’t that.”

Mitigation and PCK: To mitigate risks like these, T3X repeatedly emphasized that students should immerse themselves in the persona’s perspectives. For example, during T3X’s class activity with students doing GenderMag walkthroughs on example software prototypes, researchers observed T3X telling different groups of students: T3X: “Your job at this table is to become Abby. Your job [at another table] is to become Tim. Don’t think about anyone but Tim. ... Your brain becomes that person’s brain—absorb everything about that person.”

| PCK6-TheoryOfMind: Coaching students to immerse themselves in the persona can help them with their “Theory of Mind” abilities to see software through the eyes of a persona. |

4.5 PCK for reducing “I” methodology

Risk and Prevalence: One way specific failures of perspective taking manifested was when students performed a GenderMag walkthrough not as the persona, but instead as themselves: “I would know to click this button to advance to the next page, so of course Abby would do that too.” Some teacher-researchers described this as “I” methodology. All seven instances observed of “I” methodology (Table 4) occurred in T2N’s course. For example:
T2N-Student: “It is a little difficult to walkthrough based on a persona. At multiple parts I was thinking what I would do in this situation.”

Use of “I” methodology has also been reported in GenderMag work in industry [18], so a few suggestions for warding it off had been posted to the GenderMag-Teach community wiki. For example, following one of these suggestions, T2N cautioned their class to “stay true to the persona.” Even so, some of T2N’s students had more difficulty than others with stepping into another’s cognitive shoes. T2N reflected on their students’ range of success staying clear of “I” methodology pitfalls:
T2N: “Some students seem to have no problem just slipping right into that mindset of ‘Abby’s a different person, I understand that different people have different ways
of thinking about things, I’m going to speculate from her perspective.’ And other students ... [at least] recognize that their perspectives aren’t the only ones, and that they don’t understand other people’s perspectives. But there are still students that don’t.”

Mitigation and PCK: T3X had run into “I” methodology issues before in prior courses, and had found a way to mitigate it. T3X’s method was to watch for it to arise during class GenderMag walkthroughs. As soon as an instance arose, T3X would intervene to ask the student to rephrase what they had just said, replacing “I” with the name of the persona they were using (e.g., “Abby”). As T3X explained in one of their pre-teaching interviews just before a class in which students would run GenderMag walkthroughs:

T3X: “I’ll remind them of the rules, such as they’re never allowed to say “I” or “you” or “the user,” they have to say Abby ... or Tim [the GenderMag personas].”

\[PCK7\text{-}Averting “I”: \text{Listening for uses of “I” during in-class activities and prompting students to instead use the personas’ names can reduce use of “I” methodology and increase perspective-taking.}\]

Another mitigation strategy, used by T6N, was to task their students with writing persona “backstories” for the persona they used. For example, one team modified the Abby persona, turning her into “Jenn.” Part of the backstory they devised for her was:

T6N-Student: “Jenn needs to find housing for her 18 years old son who is deaf and transferring to <University>.”

There were no “I” methodology instances observed in either of the courses that used these interventions.

\[PCK8\text{-}Engagement: \text{Tasking students to modify non-essential parts inclusive design method materials, such as background information, can increase engagement with the materials through a heightened sense of ownership.}\]

4.6 PCK for addressing gender biases

Risk and Prevalence: Biases in the form of gender stereotyping arose in eight of the twelve courses (Table 4). These arose when a student overgeneralized or gender-stereotyped a persona’s ability to use technology or to problem-solve.

For example, one of T4N’s students wrote the following on their handout after learning about the GenderMag personas:

T4N-Student: “Why are boys reckless?”

We interpreted this student’s comment to be about the Tim persona (whose problem-solving traits are statistically more common in males than in females). Tim likes to learn by tinkering with software and also has high risk tolerance. These two traits may have come together in this student’s characterization of males as “reckless.”
Mitigation and PCK: Stereotyping is an ingrained human characteristic [38] that is difficult to eliminate entirely. Furthermore, framing GenderMag as a way to find gender-inclusiveness issues makes the concept of gender highly salient. This salience of gender automatically leads to gender stereotype activation [13]. Thus, teachers reported either proactively finding ways to reduce its number of instances or reactively explicitly addressing it head-on.

T4N pointed out one reactive mitigation strategy, observing that some students asked about the evidence base behind gender differences in problem-solving. Evidence (e.g., a qualitative study showing how different problem-solving strategies can result in equally effective solutions [14]) helped students ground their decisions in solid foundations rather than stereotypes. One instance of this strategy occurred in teacher T3X’s lecture on GenderMag’s foundations:

T3X: “This [pattern of data] holds strongest for male versus female developers. Why do you think this is?”

T3X-Student: “Women are more emotional, they don’t like technology.”

T3X: “Not true, they [in these data] are software developers.”

PCK9-RefutingStereotypes: Pointing students to the evidence underlying inclusive design methods’ foundations can help students connect their inclusive design work to foundations rather than stereotypes.

As for proactive strategies to address stereotyping, our data showed that practicing an actual GenderMag walkthrough, rather than just learning about it conceptually, had fewer instances of stereotyping. In fact, all but one of the instances occurred in courses without a walkthrough activity or before the walkthrough activity. These data are corroborated by a prior study investigating stereotyping in the presence of the GenderMag inclusive design method, which found that groups that performed a GenderMag walkthrough gender-stereotyped personas less than those who did not do a walkthrough—and both groups gender-stereotyped the personas less than empirical norms of how much people gender-stereotype actual people [19].

PCK10-ReducingStereotypes: Having students perform the inclusive design process, such as through an in-class activity, can reduce tendencies to stereotype members of populations unlike themselves.

4.7 PCK for addressing resistant learners

Risk and Prevalence: Stereotyping (or fears of it) also manifested in students as resistance to learning about inclusive methods. Some of the teachers foresaw this resistance:
T5N: “I really hope the students don’t take it as a way of stereotyping genders ...
From previous experience, I found that when students create personas that are very shallow level, that’s what they do, they stereotype a particular gender or a particular age group. ”

Other teachers predicted that GenderMag’s explicit focus on gender might elicit a negative response. T8N, who taught GenderMag in their undergraduate-level game design course, predicted that the name “GenderMag” would generate resistance:
T8N: “[The] title for the project … will turn people off before they understand how valuable it is.”

In nine of the twelve courses, these teachers’ fears came to pass. One type of resistance came from some students concerns that GenderMag might promote gender stereotyping:

T1N: “Some women [in the class] felt that the personas exaggerated the differences between genders, and created a perception that women were technologically helpless … while it succeeded in drawing engineers’ attention to the shortcomings of the software, it also reinforced unhelpful stereotypes … This was not the first time in my teaching that students were alarmed by an intervention that highlighted differences between genders.”

A second kind of resistance involved students who overtly stereotyped the personas:

T7N: “People were not taking Abby seriously ‘she is scared of pressing a button’ … trivializing the facets.”

Some teachers did not have a ready strategy to mitigate this risk:

T7N: “I didn’t know how to make them be serious … There were a bunch of people who were not even trying. ”

A third type of resistance was students not seeing the point of learning about GenderMag and inclusive design methods. One student in T3X’s course showed evidence of this kind of resistance on an evaluation response: when asked what could be done to improve instruction, T3X-Student simply replied “Less GenderMag.”

These examples show the existence of resistant learners in inclusive design classrooms: students who not only are unmotivated to learn the material, but who actively dispute or trivialize the concepts of inclusive design.

Mitigation and PCK: Teachers responded to resistance in three ways. One mitigation was to simply avoid talking about gender, using language of inclusion instead. When T1N taught GenderMag in their undergraduate HCI course the following term, s/he modified their approach to include an active-learning, in-class activity that allowed students time to get their questions answered. S/he elected to remove any mention of gender from their second lesson and focus solely on the persona’s software usage styles as a lens for inclusivity. T1N found that this intervention helped students understand the importance of inclusiveness in software without potentially getting caught up on the gendered nature of the topic. T1N also observed, however,
that this came at the cost of not fully leveraging GenderMag’s foundations, because to do so would require bringing up gender.

A second strategy involved situating gender in the broader goal of inclusion and discussing the primary benefits of inclusion. For example, T3X spoke to the benefits of inclusive design when a student doubted its efficacy:

T3X: “Somebody else doubted whether you could have a 100 percent perfect interface for everyone, and I totally agreed, and said we’re not aiming for 100 percent here, we’re just aiming for ‘better.’ He bought that.”

T3X reported that after that interaction, the student was enthusiastic and engaged in the rest of the lecture. Focusing on inclusiveness for its own sake may thus motivate an otherwise resistant subset of students.

A third strategy was to mitigate resistance by focusing on the secondary benefits of inclusion. In their courses on GenderMag, T7N mentioned that designing inclusive software can increase a product’s user base:

T7N: “50% of people are women, it’s better economics.”

T6N made a similar point to their class:

T6N: “They like the idea that we have to design software for everyone. I used the illustration that if only half the market wants to buy your software, that’s not going to be a very successful product.”

PCK11-HandlingResistance: Relating inclusive design methods’ utility to the broader goal of inclusive appeal and/or to greater market share can mitigate the risk of students’ resistance and motivate them to learn inclusive design.
5 Discussion

The goal of our study was to uncover what PCK teachers need to teach inclusive design through the lens of GenderMag. We found at least four major categories of PCK:

- Students can be skeptical about gender differences in problem-solving, which can impede willingness to learn, but are often convinced by research evidence (PCK 1 and 2).

- Learning GenderMag’s persona facets and walkthrough process requires careful scaffolding before and during active practice of the method. Generalizing this category to other inclusive design methods, the PCK for leveraging personas should also be useful for considering real people in the target population (PCK 3, 4, and 5).

- Some students struggle with perspective-taking and stereotyping, but prescriptive rules such as avoiding the word “I”, corrective feedback during practice, and student production of persona materials, can engage students in more facet-based reasoning (PCK 6, 7, and 8).

- Some students hold gender biases, political stances, and interpersonal fears of discussing gender in a classroom, but connecting goals to evidence, engaging students in practicing a walkthrough, and situating discussion of gender under a broader goal of inclusion can mitigate resistance (PCK 9, 10, and 11).

Although our data was rich, some aspects of our study design limit the validity of these interpretations. The students’ self-evaluations of learning described in Figure 3 were not mandatory and as such may not fully represent the experiences of all students. We did not analyze the data from the perspective of teacher or student demographics such as gender or years of experience, which may have revealed additional insights or trends. As an Action Research study, we did not attempt to control for teachers’ pedagogical knowledge or content knowledge; even had we wanted to, there is a lack of robust measurements for either. Teachers varied in their ability to reflect on their PCK, and both students and teachers varied in their ability to reflect on students’ learning, which led to variation in the level of detail in our data across courses. There were also several factors that may have determined what we did and did not observe, such as teachers’ existing pedagogical knowledge, whether courses were required or electives, and the teachers’ varying degrees of preparation and classroom management skills. Therefore, some of the interpretations we made from the data might be different had we studied other teachers or students. Consistent with Action Research methods, we safeguarded against these limitations through extensive use of triangulation, which we enumerate in Table 5.
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Despite the limitations, as the first study of PCK for teaching inclusive design, our results have important implications for research. For example, our data suggest a testable hypothesis: that teachers need a robust understanding of their students’ existing perspectives on inclusion in order to successfully connect conceptual content to their prior knowledge, to answer questions during active learning, and to facilitate discussions about inclusive design. Our data also suggest a hypothesis that perspective taking is a critical prerequisite skill for conducting a successful GenderMag walkthrough and that without it, students may struggle or fail to become proficient in inclusive design. Future work should develop ways of measuring the factors and outcomes in these hypotheses so that we may rigorously test them.

As a next step in this research, future work should attempt to identify what PCK is most influential on inclusive student learning outcomes. This may take the form of a more traditional controlled study to compliment the Action Research study presented here. Further analysis of demographic data (gender, class level, major, etc.) of students and teachers or course data (required vs. elective, size, etc.) may shed more light on the intricacies of teaching inclusive design as well.

Although our research on how to teach inclusive design is just beginning, our results also have implications for teachers. The PCK we present in this paper suggests that with a careful orientation to inclusion, highly scaffolded practice for persona-based walkthroughs, and corrective feedback on this practice, students can success-

Table 5: Triangulation: Each new PCK was supported by three or more different data sources. (Numbers refer to sections showing instances of the data source.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCK #</th>
<th>Interview &amp; Emails</th>
<th>Class Obs</th>
<th>Student Evals &amp; Handouts</th>
<th>Teaching Materials</th>
<th>Prior Work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCK1-Framing</td>
<td>✓ 4.1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCK2-Credibility</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCK3-ContentKnowledge</td>
<td>✓ Fig 4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCK4-Concretization</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCK5-Modeling</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 4.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCK6-TheoryOfMind</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 4.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCK7-Averting“I”</td>
<td>✓ 4.5</td>
<td>✓ 4.5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCK8-Engagement</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCK9-RefutingStereotypes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ 4.6</td>
<td>✓ 4.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>[38, 13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCK10-ReducingStereotypes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCK11-HandlingResistance</td>
<td>✓ 4.7</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fully perform inclusive design processes, identifying inclusion issues in user experience designs. Through these efforts and further progress in effective teaching of inclusive design, future generations of designers and engineers can be empowered to shape not only novel user experiences, but inclusive ones.
6 Concluding Remarks

To situate this work within a broader scope, consider the current state of the technology industry. The lack of diversity and inclusive attitudes is a known problem [11, 35, 39] that has persisted through many attempts to solve it. Combined with the fact that software itself may be driving populations away from tech (as evidenced by the GenderMag work), finding a solution becomes an intimidating task.

Inclusive software is an important component of this discussion, not only for those who use it today but also for those who will use it in the future. In a world of non-inclusive software, a person might grow up believing they are at fault if they cannot understand how to use technology, when in reality the software is not built to support their unique perspective. As a result, they are unlikely to consider the technological sector when choosing a career field. This process creates artificial barriers to entry around the software industry, limiting diversity and discouraging potential talent before it has a chance to be recognized.

Teaching inclusive design, and teaching it well, is one way to address this problem. After-the-fact, reactive responses to diversity issues that occur when developers are already rooted in their jobs and routines can only do so much because they try to work against an established flow of an existing system. Inclusive design education, on the other hand, tries to change the development of the individuals within the system in hopes that they will later take different actions than those who have come before them.

Simply planting the idea that there are other software usage styles than one’s own can impact industry practitioners’ future behaviors, according to the mere exposure effect from psychology research [41]. Students may never run a GenderMag walkthrough or otherwise explicitly check their software’s inclusiveness post-graduation. However, exposure to the concept that a software’s users may interact with software differently than the developer does can be enough to prompt a change in perspective. Some students may never have considered this fact before and might never realize it on their own. A lecture or class on inclusive design can be their only opportunity to see the negative impacts of poorly designed interfaces.

This is where PCK for inclusive design comes in. With such a controversial topic, a lack of PCK for professors to draw from can, in the worst case, lead to students dismissing these methods as a waste of time or rejecting the concept of inclusive design altogether. On the other hand, a body of PCK surrounding inclusive design methods and tools will help professors promote inclusive design and its principles in the formative years of young developers.

Though this thesis and much of the discussion surrounding it applies to higher education settings, the knowledge gained can be tested in industry settings as well. Consider the scenario where a speaker is tasked with introducing the concepts and methods of inclusive design to the production team of software engineers. Some of the PCK for teaching inclusive design to students (e.g., software engineers in training)
might transfer to that setting. More likely, however, is that there is a slightly different set of PCK for teaching to career engineers (since PCK is specific to the audience [16]). Finding this “presenter PCK” is important for many companies’ efforts to expand their employees’ knowledge of diversity and inclusion.

Addressing the creation of inclusive software can be one route by which we advance diversity in the technology field. Academia and industry can both do their part to promote inclusive software principles and a solid PCK foundation will be a great help in doing so. By ensuring that tomorrow’s software practitioners understand the importance and impact of inclusive software, we can take one more step toward removing barriers that prevent underrepresented groups from using software to its fullest potential.
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